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                       FAQ – MROIO Webinar March 17th, 2021 
 

**MARIO is the name used to refer to IBM Maximo MRO Inventory Optimization 
Freeport McMoRan. MROIO and MARIO are the same solution. The following 
questions have been answered by our MROIO Subject matter experts and client 
speaker from Freeport McMoRan** 
 

Q1: Please clarify the name of this optimization product (Mario or ???)  and how it relates to Maximo? 
MARIO is the client's internal name for IBM Maximo MRO IO.  It requires an integration to Maximo 
(standard integration is available).  We also have clients not on Maximo (MRO IO is agnostic to the ERP or 
EAM systems).  Data is automatically & routinely extracted from the ERP/EAM into MRO IO.  As 
recommendations are accepted in MRO IO, the new stocking levels are pushed back into the ERP/EAM. 

 
Q2: Is Freeports MROIO (MARIO) integration on premise or cloud? 
 Freeport’s MRO IO integration is cloud based.  MRO IO is a SaaS based solution offered by IBM.  
 
Q3: What ERP system does Freeport use for procurement and inventory? 
SAP.  However, (MRO IO) is ERP & EAM agnostic, and we have many clients who use Maximo. 
 
Q4: Did Freeport McMoRan need to add resources to make the tool and processes effective as compared 
to before? 
Per client, the processes with MRO IO (MARIO) has made their team more efficient and effective.  They 
have been able to focus more attention on their customers compared to life without MRO IO. 
 
Q5: Have you been able to credit reduced downtime at Freeport McMoRan to the IO tool? If so, can you 
quantify? 
Per client, we have been able to increase service levels to reduce downtime.  For certain materials, we use 
MRO IO (aka MARIO) to target specified service levels.  We have not quantified the impact to 
uptime/downtime. 
 
Q6: What happens when maintenance don't get back after 2 months? 
In regard to potential Obsolete material lists being presented to maintenance for review:  If maintenance 
doesn't respond in 2 months, the process and requests are documented, and the item may be flagged as 
obsolete.  This process gives maintenance a vested interest in responding promptly. 
 
Q7: Does your M&O groups have good process on maintaining BOM's? 
We (IBM) have clients who use MRO IO to identify potential BOM items (as MRO IO consolidates historical 
issues from work orders tied to equipment and extracts existing BOM info for comparison). 
 
Q8: Has Freeport McMoRan’s working capital budget increased since implementation of the MROIO 
system? 
Per client, inventory value has decreased, and the annual inventory spend is less. 
 
Q9: How does Freeport’s MRIO handle demand from production vs maintenance & related allocation? 
MRO IO (MARIO) is managing MRO inventory specifically.  Issues to production are normally issues to a 
cost center whereas issues to maintenance are normally issues to a work order.  The different transaction 
types allow us to ensure consumption is accounted for. (Question responded to post webinar) 
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Q10: I understand the process of making materials obsolete, but why is it a SOX Audit requirement? 
IBM sales - if a publicly traded company writes-off the value of inventory, there are tax implications. 
 
Q11: Is the workflow a part of SAP, MROIO or is it another tool that is part of MARIO? 
MRO IO (aka MARIO) has built in workflow for additional, configurable reviews and approvals. 
 
Q12: How do you take consideration of planned major turnaround where bulk of spares are needed at 
fixed interval, say every 5 years? 
Turnarounds and major projects are normally isolated out of the routine consumption so as not to cause 
overstocking of the routine materials. 
 
Q13: How are Major Project spares are identified? A surge in usage could also be due to unforeseen 
shutdown or major breakdown. By using work order type or any other methodology is used? 
Transaction types are key to segregate project materials from non-project materials.  Work order type, 
material type or class, or any other flag or parameter can be used (mapped) to help manage project 
spares.  Most often, MRO IO clients want visibility into project spares, but they do not want the 
consumption mixed with routine consumption. 
 
Q14: Do these notes get recorded in your current MRP System? 
MRO IO (aka MARIO) features an audit trail which extends to notes. Notes can be pushed back to the ERP. 
 
Q15: It seems this workflow is designed for consumables. How does this workflow work for critical 
spare parts? 
Consumables and critical spares are managed equally well.  Critical spares, insurance spares, and slow-
moving spares have specific forecast methods to ensure they are forecast properly.  MRO IO does a risk 
analysis specifically for very slow movers that factors in cost, lead time, and criticality. 
 
Q16: Can an item be reinstated after marking Obsolete by Inventory? 
MRO IO identifies an item as "potentially" obsolete.  Each client's internal processes and ERP functionality 
will dictate how items are re-instated. 
 
Q17: Overall since using the tool has the inventory increases and decreases netted out or have you seen 
your inventory decrease overall or increase? 
Per client, overall inventory has seen a decrease.   IBM, all of our clients see a net decrease. 
 
Q18: In order to get maximum value (and accurate info) from the tool (and avoid GIGO results), what is 
the most important data to have "clean" going in. IE - Asset criticality ratings for all assets, vendor 
leadtimes, etc...? 
MRO IO calculates vendor lead time very accurately, so it's not necessary to have stated lead times.  Most 
important are historical transactions.  Two plus years of historical issues & receipts help ensure good 
forecasting, aggregation of data, and lead time calculations. 
 
 
Q19: How difficult was the integration to your ERP solution?  Did it take lots of iterations to fine tune 
data flow in/out of MRO IO? 
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We have standard connectors for SAP, Maximo and Oracle.  Typical "go live" is after 3 to 6 months of 
implementation. 
 
Q20: Is this integration applicable to site located (non-cloud) implementations? 
Yes, most of our client's ERP's are on premise, not in the cloud.  Our connectors extract the required data 
to our cloud environment (MRO IO is a SaaS offering). 
 
Q21: What factors determine a certain criticality of a material and equipment? 
Many configurable factors determine criticality.  Where an item is used (what equipment it is issued to and 
the associated equipment class or criticality, How used (emergency/break-in work vs planned and 
scheduled work, material classification, supplier considerations, supply chain and procurement factors, 
etc. 
 
Q22: Freeport showed a very powerful-looking master dashboard for material, with notes, history, etec 
all in one place, a good user-interface ... is this a standard dashboard available to all IBM MRO IO 
customers, or custom developed/configured? 
Yes, this is a standard User Interface.  However, customers (users) can also configure their own windows 
to display data and information in a manner which makes the most sense for analysis. 
 
Q23: How does customization and configuration in our system affect the analytics? 
We have standard connectors for most ERP systems. As for customization and configuration, an SAP 
client (for example) may have system customization that impacts data we require.  Our connectors can be 
mapped to the customized fields to pull all required and desired data. 
 
Q24: Does MRO IO track real time savings? 
Yes, MRO IO provide near-real-time updates to your ERP/EAM resulting in fast savings.  And yes, MRO IO 
features many reports and dashboards to track savings and KPI's. 
 
Q25: how would this show if the item is repairable? 
Repairable items are often segregated into their own unique configuration (repair vs replace, lead time for 
replacement vs meant time to repair, etc.).  Unique work queues can segregate repairable items that 
require review. 
 
Q26: Live up to date savings? If so, is there a report? 
Yes, MRO IO provide near-real-time updates to your ERP/EAM resulting in fast savings.  And yes, MRO IO 
features many reports and dashboards to track savings and KPI's. 
 
Q27: Can you change parameters in Maximo based on recommendations directly from here?  is it a 
manual update? 
MRO IO automatically updates Maximo as recommendations are accepted and after any required 
workflow approvals or reviews. 
 
Q28: Is that data for ROP/max going off from usage or order data?  if i assume usage... what if parts are 
not always being issued out properly, but "caught" in a cycle count. 
Typically, MRO IO is calculating the forecast and recommending stocking levels based on consumption 
(usage), but cycle count corrections can also be considered consumption as desired.  The transaction 
types are defined during implementation to ensure the client's specific needs are met. 
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Q29: Is there a clear answer to the license cost? 
Annual SaaS fees are based on total inventory value, and can be discussed with IBM sales.  
 
Q30: What are rough implementation costs? 
SaaS fees are based on total inventory value being managed in the solution.  Implementation depends on 
the ERP, the number of ERP instances, and type of rollout (global vs waterfall), and other factors.  We will 
be happy to work with you to establish a project plan and costs.  
 
Q31: What is the average implementation time for the solution? 
3 to 5 months (largely depends on how many ERP instances you have).  Fewer is faster. 
 
Q32: What's the cost to implement MRO IO solution and maintain it? 
This varies by client and scope of work.  An IBM seller would be happy to advise of a rough cost after a 
brief conversation with someone from your organization. As this is a SaaS solution the cost to maintain it 
is part of the license costs.  
 
Q33: It was stated that you a integration with Maximo.  I assume this is Maximo 7.6? 
MRO IO has standard integration with Maximo and SAP.  We also integration with many other 
ERP's/EAM's.  We can support Maximo 7.6. 
 
Q34: Is the trial free of cost or there are charges for it? 
IBM offers an Opportunity assessment in collaboration with the client and it is provided at no cost to the 
client for our standard assessment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


